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Club Corner 
 
 
1st January  Frost Bite 
14th January  An Imaginary walk around Eling - covering the tide mill and shipbuilding of yesteryear 
   A talk by Joyce Kemish 
11th February  A1 Project - A talk with slides - By Bob Alderman. 
11th March  The uses of Loctite - Presentation by Jermy Downing. 
25th March  A.G.M. - Commences 7.30pm. 
4th&5th April  Two Day Spring Event 
8th April  An Up to date Account - By a member of the 'Lord Nelson Trust' 
13th May  'The Big Bang' A very interesting talk by our member Frank Webb 
10th June  Outside visit to the Mid Hants Railway (Ropley) 
20th June   Club outing to the West Somerset Railway (phone Monica for Details) 
11th/12th July  Two day portable track and Traction engine event at Shedfield Show 
8th August  Fun day for everyone at Riverside plus annual Barbeque 
15th August  Club Outing - 'Kennet and Avon Canal' and visit to 'Folly Farm' Hungerford  
   Please phone Monica for details. 
  
All meetings are held at The Royal British Legion, Manor Branch, Bullar Road, Bitterne, Southampton. 
On the second Wednesday each month at 8.00pm. 
Notice of Annual General Meeting 
The AGM will be held on Wednesday 25th March 1998 at the Royal British Legion, Bullar Road, Southampton. 
Commencing at 7.30pm. 
Agenda 
 1/ Chairman to open meeting and accept apologies. 
 2/ Minutes of last A.G.M. 
 3/ Matters arising. 
 4/ Chairmans report. 
 5/ Treasurers report 
 6/ The President. 
 7/ Life members. 
 8/ Election of officers and committee. 
 9/ Auditors. 
 10/ Items raised by members. 
 Any member wishing to raise a question at the A.G.M. must do so in writing. The letter to be with the 
Secretary no later than 21(Twenty one) days before the meeting. 
 Members are reminded that Subscriptions are Due on the 1st Jan 1998. 
 
 

Chairman and Secretary's Chat 
  
 The committee have decided, after studying the requirements needed for the running the 7¼" I.M.L.E.C. That 
our Society would have to decline the invitation. A rough costing showed that it would cost the Society in excess of 
£700 and in view of the outlay on the 7¼” track. The committee felt that we were in a no-go situation. I have enclosed 
the details for you all to read through and digest, this is at the request of the members present at the November 
meeting. (see page 7) 
 The joint bonfire venture at Chichester is reported later in this Newsletter by Ron Bray. Although the weather 
was against us on Armistice Sunday, we were very well supported by our members and their loco’s. The public did 
come out in the afternoon and the Poppy tins benefited from this. We will let you know in due course just how much 
was collected. 
 By the time you receive this newsletter the Christmas will have taken place. 



 We have had a very successful season at the track. The final total of passengers carried was 11243. The 
number carried during the 1996 season was 7000. Thank you everyone for all your support this year it make 
everything so worthwhile. 
 It has been decided that we should hold a fun day for members and their families at the track on Saturday 8th 
August. We will keep you informed of what form this will take - One thing is for certain we shall finish the day with our 
annual barbecue 
 Attached to your newsletter is correspondence regarding the N.T.E.T. discs please find time to read this, It is 
important. 
 We have been asked to take the portable track and traction engines to the Shedfield Show. It will be a two 
day event - 11th/12th July. If you remember in July 95 it rained solidly all day and yet just four miles away the sun was 
shining! ! !  Lets hope for better weather this time. 
 Dave says the board for Jobs to be done is now on display in the clubhouse, first cup of tea is at ten o'clock! 
 May we take this opportunity to thank you all for your support again this year and wish you all a very happy 
and prosperous 1998. 
 See you all at 'Frostbite' lets hope it doesn't bite as hard as it did at the beginning of 1997. 
 
   Monica and Dave 
 
 
 

The Chichester Bonfire Party 8th November. 
from Ron Bray. 

 
 Thirty five plus members of the Society attended the Chichester's annual bonfire party on Saturday 8th 
November. Derek Giles steamed his 5" gauge 9F and Jim and Tony Hoile steamed the 7¼" 'Royal Engineer'. A 
Chichester Member was also running a battery powered 0-6-0 shunter. 
 Like last year the weather started dry and running on the track was reasonably pleasant for the time of year. 
However, late in the day rain set in, and whilst most participants sought refuge in the clubhouse and workshop from 
the elements, both Derek and Tony kept going in the heavy rain. The passengers on the 7¼" rolling stock were 
protected by overall polythene covers. Tony was reported to have said that as long as there was passengers then he 
would keep going. 
 At 6.30pm the bonfire was lit, the rain having ceased, and refreshments were partaken, after which the rather 
stunning fireworks display followed. The finale of this was an enormous aerial bang. In the ensuing draw, four of our 
members won prizes, the rain descended once more. Fires were then drawn sometime around 8.00pm. 
 In spite of the weather it was an enjoyable day and the Southampton Society expresses it's appreciation and 
many thanks to the Chichester Society for the opportunity to visit once more. 
 
 

Notes from the Committee Meetings 
Supplied by Ron Bray 

Matters Arising 
 Vacuum cylinders for the 7¼" rolling stock braking systems will be completed in the near future. It has been 
found that the point covers on the 7ùÓ track need to be of stronger construction. The notice Re- Sparks/Oil etc, is 
now completed and has been used every Sunday mounted outside of the ticket office window. Grass cutting by the 
council has still been an issue. Plenty of help now to hand when setting up on Sundays. 
Correspondence 
 Item on the Society in the Southern Federation Newsletter was read out. Other newsletters received from the 
following SocietyÕs, Chichester, Isle of Wight and Birmingham. Letters received from the Chichester Society, North 
London Club and the Gateway Club. 
Treasurers Report 
 Monies paid out for coal. Deposit paid for Christmas buffet. Electricity, hydraulic oil, and petrol for mowers. 
Also sundries for battery powered 7ùÓ loco. 
Membership Secretary 
 The Society welcomes the following new members.  
 J, Lockyer. 
 K, Bunton. 



 The membership now stands at 158. 
Social Secretary 
 A trip on the Kennet and Avon canal coupled with a visit to Folly Farm organised for 1998, plus a visit to the 
West Somerset Railway. 
General Track 
 Planning is to be sought for the siting of another container. The container can be obtained by the Society at 
reasonable cost. 
A.O.B. 
 Jessie Moody has donated the 7¼" portable track to the Society complete with its own trailer. This is being 
stored by Ray dean in a lock up garage A third rail will be added to enable 5" gauge loco's a chance to be run. Coal is 
to be purchased in readiness for the 1998 season. Clive Springer has tendered his resignation from the Committee, 
as he felt that he could no longer give 100% of his time to the Society, The secretary is to write to him thanking him 
for all of his hard work for the society over the past years. Ray Dean has volunteered to replace Clive on the 
Committee, so was duly co-opted. A winter maintenance program is to be carried out on the 5" & 3½" raised track.  5" 
gauge rolling stock is in need of refurbishment and general maintenance. A notice board is to be put up displaying 
'Things to be Done' and displayed each Sunday morning.  
 

The Midlands Model Engineering Exhibition 
Reported by Merlin Biddlecombe 

 On Sunday 19th October seven Southampton Club members joined the Fareham Club on their coach trip to 
the Midland Model Engineering Exhibition at Donnington. The journey took four hours including a thirty five minute 
stop for a leg stretch and cuppa etc. The weather started off with patchy fog but turned into a lovely sunny day. The 
exhibition was first class something for every one, a great variety of models. Not much in the way of 7¼" railway this 
time. Outdoors again a good turn out of live steam including a full size Foden Steam Wagon. At one point I stopped to 
view the aero engines and two chars were discussing the ignition systems and one said of course 'they glow worms a 
lot now'. Just a few years ago a coach trip to one of the major exhibitions was the highlight of the years functions how 
things change, only seven Southampton members joined the Fareham trip Why the lack of interest in such a 
prestigious exhibition. It only remains for me on behalf of the Southampton members to thank the Fareham club for 
their hospitality. 
 
 

Burning dogs and a Spirit of Donnington. 
from your editor 

 This short piece is intended to illustrate what Mike Herbert and I get up to whilst on our annual trip to the 
Midlands Model Engineering Exhibition at Donnington. I shall not try to report on the content of the show or make any 
judgement on the models as the show will be all sorts of things to all sorts of people. Maybe with careful organising 
the Society could have stand at the exhibition? Which is very friendly and for the well being of the hobby 
 We left Southampton at 9am and arrived at Donnington at 1pm, after a stop for coffee at Oxford services. 
After booking in and showing all the relevant paper work we went off to have lunch before steaming. In the afternoon 
the weather became overcast and with a very cold wind blowing. Later after booking in to our hotel in Castle 
Donnington we went off for a walk around the town that is made up of small streets with shops and housing all mixed 
in together. There is a Fish and chip shop so at least we won't starve whilst we have money. 
 Tuesday awakens a bright sunny day cold wind but not as cold as yesterday. Mike and I gave "Caroline" her 
annual clean, After which we steamed well all day. The coal supplied to us this year is clean burning stuff but 
produces quite large amounts of clinker. Disaster has struck in the form of  flat batteries in my camera. Food served in 
the exhibition is reasonable value and quality. We went for slightly extended stroll this evening to play hunt the 
battery, not successfully. 
 Wednesday after breakfast went of to the camera shop in Castle Donnington to find batteries for above 
mentioned camera "Eureka" pictures will now flow freely steamed up after small adjustments to lubricator 'rat shits' all 
is now well, and good a  days steaming ensues. The weather has turned bitterly cold this afternoon and we decide to 
abandon ship for the warmth of the exhibition hall. Much walking and flashing of camera flash gun later we retire to 
the hotel for the evening and our now well practised walk to the Co-oP.  
 Thursday dawns bright and cheery and seems to be quite warm relatively speaking. Tonight is the late night 
at the exhibition so we pack up fairly early and spend several hours having a good old nose about on the stands etc. 
It may be of interest to learn that a fellow model engineer has stayed in the same hotel as us. He has come down 
from Aberdeen for the day! And is going back tomorrow morning with three train changes and a nine hour journey. 



 Friday our last day and the landlady decides to tell us that my room is supposed to have a ghost! so that how 
the room got into such a mess. We go back to the exhibition for one last steam up before cleaning down to come 
home. We travel home via the M42, M40 and A34 and arrive home three and a half hours later. On an amusing note 
we overheard one of the steamers who takes his dog along with him where ever he goes say "that the coal was good 
but his dog didn't like it much as he had been set fire to on four occasions that morning! by flying sparks! " 
  

The Plymouth Society of Model Engineers Track 
an appreciation  by Merlin Biddlecombe 

 On the September 6th and 7th Marcia and I travelled down to Plymouth to spend the weekend with our 
friends John and Jean Brooker. John is treasurer of the Plymouth Model Club. We have spent many a pleasant with 
them but never managed to coincide with the track running day. It was arranged that on the Sunday Jean and Marcia 
would pop into the town starting at the Barbican and I would go to the Model Railway track. The track is approximately 
half a mile of two loops with a cross over and cross under similar to the Malden’s raised track except that the ground 
has been so excavated that it is all a ground level track. Sunday morning is usually a working party getting things 
ready for the afternoon and this time grass and brambles had to be cleared from it either side of the track. One 
member went ahead with a strimmer and I was given a broom and told to follow him around sweeping the track clear. 
Getting towards lunch time a cup of tea appeared the rolling stock and the club locomotive in the shape of ‘Wren’. By 
the time John and I returned to have Sunday lunch with Jean and Marcia. Retuning to the track in the afternoon when 
things were in full swing. An enjoyable visit and thank you to the Plymouth M.E. chaps for their hospitality 
 
 

An Oily Tale 
By 'Caroline' 

 
 Let me introduce myself, I am a 3" scale model of a Burrell tractor built in the early years of this century, some 
of those amongst you may have seen my picture in the recent Old Glory Model supplement and very good looked too, 
especially as the man to whom I owe my very existence was not in the picture, his name is Mike Herbert or God as 
the arrogant little sod likes me to address him! 
 This is the story of my lubricator, I should explain that I am a very old and genteel lady, in spirit at least, and 
some of the following words and phrases used I do not understand, and if I did I would probably be deeply 
embarrassed. 
 My lubricator started life on Michael's 5" gauge Collet goods, it was removed after a short while because it 
delivered to much oil for the Collet’s little cylinders, I am better endowed in this respect having an ample cylinder 
which requires more oil. 
 A new tank was provided and the old Rat Shit drive was replaced by modern unidirectional clutches. 
 On my first outing it was obvious that all was not well, my clack was leaking and blowing back, Michael 
replaced my clack with one using a ‘schrader’ valve and this gave no more trouble. 
 The next couple of years were lovely, Michael and his friend Paul took me to all sorts of places where I was 
much admired and photographed, appearing in several local and national publications.  
 The utopia soon passed when one of my unidirectional clutches failed and had to be replaced along with a 
more substantial arm, all was well once again well until my pump wouldn’t pump at all, this was eventually traced to a 
scratched valve port face. I should perhaps explain that the pump is an oscillating cylinder type popularised by some 
bloke called 'Elby Essy', Michael isn't one of his fans I should add. 
 Two more years passed, more rally's more accolades, a Swedish gentle man even wanted to take me home 
with him, thankfully Michael wouldn’t let him, all those long winter nights! 
 Last year at Donnington my unidirectional clutches failed again and Michael and his friend had to buy a new 
one and some Loctite from the Reeves stand to get me going again. Michael resolved to replace the clutches by a 
better Rat Shit drive during the winter as he was now convinced the unidirectional clutches were not the answer to a 
maidens prayer at least not this maiden! 
 I should perhaps explain that in these circumstances Michael is inclined to use words that I can’t find in my 
dictionary, he also uses them when I blow hot steam over his fingers when he is not expecting it, he used a whole 
string of them after I pinched his finger in my valve gear, it seemed to bring him some relief! Any way the Old Bugger 
shouldn't be poking about in a lady’s nether regions at his age. 
 Spring dawned and I was fitted with a new Rat Shit, my big end was adjusted and my little end was replaced, 
Michael took me to the Vale of Aylesbury Rally, the new Rat Shit was not a success Michael had to go back to the 
drawing board! We went to Guildford and the new improved Rat Shit worked superbly, his friend Paul and one or two 



Other rude boys rubbed down my smoke box and chimney and resprayed them in full view of the public, I was 
aghast!, but it does look nice thank you lads. 
 Sadly my lubricator was once again impotent not a drop did my cylinder receive, Michael stripped it down and 
discovered that yet again it's valve face was scratched he muttered something to the effect that it should be thrust up 
it’s designers ******* , I don’t understand how that would help, it seemed  an asinine suggestion to me!  
 He toiled in the workshop for a week or so and after much testing fitted me with a unit flow plunger pump the 
old pump was consigned to the scrap heap except for it’s tank lid. 
 Incidentally while Michael was taking my lubricator to bits at Guildford his friend Paul had taken ‘Audrey’ 
Brian’s big engine across the park where he found a bowling green with bowlers he covered them with yellow smoke, 
blew his whistle and drove on his merry way, I don’t like this Polish coal it bungs up my tubes and makes the end of 
my chimney go a funny colour, Michael said it made his eyes water, rather like when I drove over his foot! 
 In September on a lovely autumn day Michael and his friend Paul took me to Amberley Chalk Pits Museum; 
when they lit me up I squeaked a lot, Michael and Paul squirted lots of oil into all sorts of intimate places to try and 
stop this squeak. Then they had a discussion and Michael said he thought my ring piece was dry and had got rusty 
because my lubricator had not been working for a long time, Paul thought so to. 
 My new lubricator worked a treat and the squeak soon went in fact the lubricator worked too well and Michael 
is going to change it so it delivers a little bit less oil. 
 We had a good time at Amberley burning lots of coal boiling lots of water we were all quite clinkerd by the end 
of the day!  
 Amberley is our favourite rally, when we first went there I ran away with Michael , his friend Paul laughed a lot 
about that. 
 Well I must go now as Michael Is going to polish my brass bits, we are going to meet the Stoneliegh 
Steamers at  Donnington later in October and wants me to look my best. Goodbye 
 
Paul:  can you humour the old biddy by publishing this? 
 Mike 
 
 
For Sale  
Raised portable Railway track 
5" Gauge Approximately 160ft 
Contact Merlin on 01703 487067 
 
 
For Sale 
Myford ML 10 Lathe 
Complete with 
4" 3 Jaw and 4 Jaw chucks 
6" 4 Jaw chuck 4ÓCatch plate 
Fixed steady 
½" Drill chuck 
Centres plus Revolving Centre 
4 Way Tool Post 
All Electrics 
£700 
Contact Paul Clarke on 01703 495125, for more details 
 
Editors Ramblings 
 
 First of all I must wish you all a happy new year. As the newsletter has developed over the past few issues I 
have attempted to inject a certain amount of humour into the content as a list of goings on would very tedious both to 
type and to read. In an effort to jazz things up a little. I have acquired some very technical software (AUTOcad 13), to 
produce engineering drawings to illustrate your handy hints. Unfortunately this Autocad software is far to complex for 
my addled brain to decipher can anyone out there help me please. 
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The following article has been extracted from the Chichester and District Society of Model Engineers newsletter. 
Whose permission is greatly appreciated? 

Aunt Caley's Column 
 There is no one universally accepted cause for the modeller's affliction but frequently it can be traced to some 
event(s) in their early childhood. Typical are instances such as being born on the 19 .20 from Paddington, being fed 
milk from a railway oilcan, having lullabies played on a steam whistle from a scraped 'Britannia' or being found in a 
Meccano box in the left luggage at Crewe. 
 Symptoms of the Malaise 
 1. Drooling The most obvious and common symptom is a marked propensity for drooling over 
mechanical contrivances especially if they are painted in particular colours (he calls them liveries) with whicih he 
closely identifies. If these objects also move, belch forth steam and thick black smoke and dribble oil and water 
everywhere then his ecstasy will know no bounds. 
 2. Reclusiveness Another usual symptom is a compulsion to lock himself away in a ramshackle shed 
at the bottom of the garden or in some similar den surrounded by machines, tools, rusty metal etc. and knee deep in 
the residue of metal of metal which he has butchered. 
 3. Withdrawal symptoms These manifest themselves shortly after his removal from his den or the mechanical 
objects which he reveres. This makes holidays rather difficult and the only solution is to ensure that these are taken in 
the vicinity of a preserved railway or steam museum where he can receive periodic doses of the antidote. You could, 
of course, leave him at home but if on your return he hasn't starved to death in his workshop he may well have taken 
over the lounge and bolted his lathe to the top of the antique sideboard Aunt Jemima let you. 
 4.Absentmindedness  This is very common. Frequently he will be found in a fantasy world muttering strange 
incantations such as 'Black Five', 'Bullied Pacific', 'Oh-four-two' It is dangerous to interrupt these reveries as to rapid a 
return to reality can cause serious psychological problems such as refusing to believe in Thomas the Tank Engine! 
 5.Deafness All Modelepheliacs suffer from this symptom. It is however temporary and can be overcome 
by the introduction into conversation of key trigger words, phrases or acronyms such as 'Great Western', L.M.S, 
L.N.E.R. and the like. However this remedy can have unfortunate side effects which induce a state of blissful reverie 
as referred to above. 
 
Interesting Observations by Dicky Dore 
 Whilst struggling to construct my own 7¼" Loco, the Woolwhich wind fall inspired me to purchase a Maxitrax 
OPAL 7¼" 0-4-2 loco, the design of which may be of interest to others. 
 The Marshall valve gear is about the simplest known, and operates similarly to Hackworth but without a die 
block. 
 The cylinders and pistons are gunmetal. The piston has a grove in which steam packing forms the bed for a 
PTFE ring 1/16" thick this is cut from a sheet leaving stepped ends and then wrapped around the piston leaving 1mm 
gap.  
 The copper boiler which is silver soldered has 26 tubes of 7/16" bore, with no flues The regulator is of the 
screw type mounted on the fountain with the steam pipe led down between the frames to the cylinders. similarly the 
blower tube runs between the boiler and side tanks to a hole in the side of the smokebox. There are no drain cocks 
fitted to the cylinders, but a simple cock valve is arranged below the blastpipe with a control rod back to the cab. The 
axle boxes consist of sintered bronze bushes pressed into metal blocks fixed to a suspension strip which is bolted to 
the central frame stretcher and sprung each end. There are no horn blocks, just a space cut in the frames for the 
axles to clear. The reversing pole has no latch, just a pin fastened to the pole engaging slots in the quadrant. To 
move the pole, side pressure is applied to spring from one slot to another. Notching up is allowed for, and works well. 
The side tanks consist of aluminium channel with a brass plate screwed to it’s flange edges and wrapped round the 
ends. Despite it’s simplicity of manufacture, 'OPAL' performs well and is not lacking in steam from the boiler. I am 
gradually adding my own small mod’s such as heat proofing the regulator handle and adding lubricating pipes to the 
to the axle boxes etc. And so far I am satisfied with my purchase.   



7 
S.E.Q.L.E.C. 
HEADS OF DISCUSSION 
1. Site Requirements 
 Track, Toilets, Car Parking, Catering, Provision for temporary cover in case of inclement weather 
 First aid provision 
2. Event Requirements 
 Dynamometer vehicle(s), Riding stewards, Car parking stewards, Catering arrangements (in-house or 
contracted out), Model display (probably in marquee - stewards for this) 
 Coal supplies (washed and stored in fabric - Not plastic) bags two sizes and calorific value to be stated. It is 
wise to try samples of this coal in club loco's in plenty of time as the coal has been known to give problems. 
 Water supplies - arrangements to supply water on the run (bottles to be passed to competitor or riding 
steward from trackside; these to be kept as cool as possible to avoid upsetting injectors). 
 Officials for the event to be appointed by the host club. 
 Small stick on badges for riders on each run, so that the platform staff can check that there are no free 
loaders. 
 Rules for the competition are much as I.M.L.E.C. apart from the gauges for fire and water level and boiler 
pressure requirement. Minor variations to suit local conditions, e,g. if there are particular points on the track where it is 
difficult or impossible to offload passengers, sanding - whether permitted or not - riding guard on trains. Event 
coordinator for host club, contact phone no. and address. 
3. Camping/caravan arrangements. 
 To charge, and how much. Contact phone number for camping and caravanning arrangements, etc. 
4. Maps 
 One route map to the track and one track map showing radii of curves, gradients, speed restrictions, direction 
of travel for the event and designated start/finish positions. It is helpful to provide indication of local places of interest 
for family visits, etc. 
5. Changeover of train facilities 
 Club to work out details so that this can be accomplished with the minimum of delay between runs - it is 
possible to get as much as an hour behind schedule if the arrangements here are not slick. 
6. Public address  
 Useful in the event of an emergency or to call up passengers or drivers in good time, trace missing children, 
give short biogs. of drivers and engines. 
7. Presentation of award 
 Lay on a local dignitary for this. it may be politic to invite Mayor or chair of the appropriate Department of the 
Local Authority. 
10. Sign posting for the event 
 It is national and many visitors will be strangers. Easiest way is to put out and collect signs yourselves if the 
local regulations will either permit or turn a blind eye. 
11. Insurance Cover 
 Host clubs rely on their Southern federation or Northern Association Public Liability cover for this event. 
12. Information Packs 
 Many who attend will want to stay in the area overnight - are there any local hotels, boarding houses, etc. 
which could be listed? Many ladies who attend do not want to stay on the site all weekend -are there any local beauty 
spots, places of interest for wives and children, could these be listed and a pack be made available, or a list posted 
conspicuously at the track. Are there any conflicting local events which could case shortage of accommodation? 
13. Competitors Information Packs 
 Carry much of the same information as in the magazine plus running order, admission pas, car parking pass 
(if appropriate), plus any other privileges accorded by the club. 
14. Maximum permitted number of entrants. 
15. Coupling - car to loco - dynamometer car(s) to train. 
16. Computing facility. 
17. Wheel weighing facility. 
18. Telephone provision. 
19. Trade Stands (optional). 
20. A.O.B. 
 



 


